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Background: The determination of the vertical occlusion dimensions
is one of the most important aspects in the treatment of edentulous
patients. A widely discussed biometric indicator that is suggested for
determination of the vertical occlusion dimensions is the interpupillary
distance.The aim of this research was to study the relationship between
the interpupillary distance and the vertical dimension of occlusion
among individuals with natural dentition.
Material and methods: Subjects of observation in the study were100
representatives of Bulgarian population, aged 20 to 25. Three reference
points were marked: Pronasale, Subnasale and Gnathion. Every person
was photographed enface with professional digital camera in strict
standardized conditions. With help of the computer program were
marked the pupil centres, connected the clinically marked points and
then the distances between them were measured. Data were subjected
to statistical analysis.
Results:Stronger correlation was established between interpupillary
distance and the distance Subnasale - Gnathion (for men: r = 0.6858;
for women: r = 0.6584), compared to the correlation with distance
Pronasale - Gnathion (for men: r = 0.5714; for women: r = 0.5805).
Conclusions: Clearly expressed correlation was established between
the interpupillary distance and the vertical dimensions of occlusion.
The interpupillary distance could be applied as an additional landmark
during determination of the vertical dimensions of occlusion. For
achievement of optimal results, this method could be used along with
other clinical methods.
Copy Right, IJAR, 2022,. All rights reserved.

……………………………………………………………………………………………………....
Introduction:The determination of the vertical occlusion dimensions directly impacts the functional fitness of the complete
dentures, as well as the recovery of patient’s aesthetical appearance (Dervis, 2004; Gross et al., 2002). Patient’s
rapid adaptation to the complete dentures and his or her comfort during their daily use also greatly depend on
defining the adequate occlusal ratios (Fenlon et al.,1999).
What is essential to the success of prosthetic treatment with complete dentures is the reproduction of vertical
occlusion dimensions that are optimal for each and every patient, and when choosing the manner of their definition
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we should take into account numerous objective and subjective conditions (Misch, 2000). The changes that have
occurred in many structures of the facial-mandibular area after full tooth lose differ in view of their severity and in
numerous cases they complicate the recovery of the exact dimensions and ratios in the facial-mandibular area.
Numerous methods are based on data that were established through measurements between skull’s reference points
(Edler et al., 2006). A widely discussed biometric indicator that was suggested for determination of the vertical
occlusion dimensions is the interpupillary distance (IPD). It is defined in the horizontal plane as distance between
the geometric centres of both eyes’ pupils. It is believed that in adult individuals the interpupillary distance remains
constant throughout life (Filipovic, 2003). Direk et al. (2016) establish in large-scale comparative research among
participants of different age groups that the average value of IPD varies insignificantly within 1-2 mm.
The dental literature contains numerous research works whose objective is to establish the average values of the
interpupillary distance and correlative dependencies between it and other facial parameters (Evereklioglu et al.,2002;
Gomes, et al., 2002). The average values of the interpupillary distance in representatives of the Caucasian race are
between 60-65 mm (Pointer, 1999; Swan and Stephan, 2005). Other research works show higher dimensions.
Gomes et al. (2002) report average value of IPD of 69.97 mm for men and 66.68 mm for women. Similar results
were communicated by Oladipo et al. (2010). In the prevailing research works are established statistically significant
difference in IPD between men and women.
The opinions concerning the opportunity of using IPD as an orientation for defining the vertical occlusion
dimensions are not unambiguous. According to some authors (Živković et al., 2019) there is distinct correlation
between the two distances in both sexes, and according to others positive correlation is present only in men (Ladda
et al., 2014). Most authors share the opinion that the established dependencies should be applied while taking into
consideration the fact there are statistically significant differences between the data of representatives of various
populations predetermined by ethnical features (Mishra et al., 2016). The indexes for determination of the vertical
occlusion dimensions that include the IPD value, suggested in various research works, could be applied in the
prosthetic treatment of particular population’s representatives in view of which these were outlined (Majeed et al,
2018).

Material And Methods:The aim of this research was to study the relationship between the interpupillary distance and the vertical dimension
of occlusion in individuals with natural dentition.One hundred (48 men and 52 women) participants, aged 20 to 25,
were included in the study.
Including criteria:
Participants with natural permanent dentition and Angle class I jaw relations; without missing teeth; without
previous orthodontic or prosthetic treatment; without vision defects; without temporomandibular disorders.
Excluding criteria:
Individuals with: prosthodontic treatment or missing teeth; jaw relations different from neutro-occlusion; vision
defects (strabismus) or eye surgery; temporomandibular disorders.
Informed consent was obtained from all participants.
Every person was photographed enface with professional digital camera (OLYMPUS - CAMEDIA C-470 ZOOM)
in the following strict standardized conditions:
1. The camera was fixed onto tripod at a distance of 120 cm off the floor and at 50 cm off the shot object.
2. Each and every person was placed to sit on a chair so that the masticatory plane is parallel to the horizontal
plane and at a height of 120 cm off the floor.
3. The participant was invited to close his teeth in central occlusion. This was performed with help of the bilateral
manual technique of Ramfiord.
4. With dermographic pencil was marked the following benchmark points: point: Pronasale (Pn – tip of the nose),
point Subnasale (Sn) and point Gnathion (Gn).
5. In front of the head of each and every researched person a transparent millimetre plaque was placed and fixed
onto a special tripod at 1 cm from object’s face and oriented so that its horizontal lines would coincide with the
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horizontal plane, and the marked middle line – with the facial middle line. The millimetre plaque was used for
defining the photo scale and calibration, thus ensuring measurement precision and reliability of results.
Each and every participant was invited to look straight ahead and focus on the objective of the camera during
the shooting.

Each and every photograph was processed via the program “Corel DRAW Graphic Suite 16”. With help of the
computer program the clinically marked points – Pronasale, Subnasale and Gnathion was connected and the pupil
centres was marked. Then the distances between the marked points were measured.

Statistical Methods:Data were subjected to statistical analysis that includes descriptive and correlative analysis. In order to establish the
presence of differences in the average values, which result from the data about men and women, was used Student's
t-Test. In order to analyse the differences between the average values of the studied distances we implemented
paired t-test. The statistics was performed through Microsoft Office Excel 2016.

Results:For all researched persons we established average value of the interpupillary distance of 59.72 ± 2.87 mm (Table 1).
The established average value for the central occlusion height when performing measurement between the points
Subnasale and Gnathion is 62.10 ± 3.05 mm, and in the case of performing measurement between the points
Pronasale and Gnathion – 64.38 ± 3.27 mm.Based on the data we could see that in the case of men the established
average distance between eye pupils is 61.85 ± 2.16 mm. In the case of women, the average value of interpupillary
distance is 57.75 ± 1.87 mm. The difference between the resulting data for men and women in view of all researched
distances is statistically significant (р < 0.05).
Table 1:- Results of the descriptive statistics concerning the values of the measured distances.
Participants
Men N=48
Women N=52
Total N=100
Parameters
Mean St.dev. Min Max Mean St.dev. Min Max Mean St.dev. Min
61.85 2.16
55
65
57.75 1.87
53
61
59.72 2.87
53
IPD
64.46 2.27
57
68
59.92 1.80
56
65
62.10 3.05
56
Sn-Gn
66.38 2.45
58
72
62.08 2.01
58
68
64.38 3.27
58
Pn-Gn

Max
65
68
72

The data analysis shows that there is clearly expressed correlation between the interpupillary distance and the central
occlusion height (Table 2).
Table 2:-Correlative data analysis about the researched distances.
Participants
Men
N= 48
Women
N= 52

Relation between
distances:
IPD:Sn-Gn
IPD :Pn-Gn
IPD :Sn-Gn
IPD :Pn-Gn

R

R Square

0.6858
0.5714
0.6584
0.5805

0.4703
0.3265
0.4336
0.3370

Adjusted R
Square
0.4588
0.3118
0.4222
0.3237

Std. Error
1.67
2.03
1.37
1.65

Stronger is the correlation between IPD and the distance Sn-Gn, whereas the correlation coefficient of Pеаrson is
0.6858 for men and 0.6584, for women, correspondingly. When analysing the distances IPD and Pn-Gn we
established correlation coefficient is 0.5714 for men and 0.5805, for women.

Discussion:There is no single precise scientific method for the successful determination of optimal vertical occlusion
dimensions and most authors recommend a combination of techniques for the achievement of adequate results
(Johnson et al., 2002). What is essential is the individual approach when choosing the method and interpretation of
biometric indicators, according to the features of the particular patient. In some cases, thanks to the development of
parafunctional habits after the full tooth lose, the voluntary or even managed achievement of physiological rest
position could be complicated (Zarb, 1982). That limits the use of anatomic-physiological methods based on this
indicator. This type of problem was observed in patients with diseases of the temporomandibular joints, with some
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neurological diseases that make inapplicable some anatomic-physiological, or phonetic methods. In the case there
are no pre-extraction records, in view of such patients it is more purposeful to use facial biometric indicators as
additional landmarks for determination of vertical occlusion dimensions.
The average values of IPD established during this research in representatives of the Bulgarian population – 61.85 ±
2.16 mm for men and 57.75 ±1.87 mm for women are similar to the ones found by Pointer (1999), who established
that in representatives of the Caucasian race the average value of IPD is 60.14 mm for men and 57.33 mm for
women. Similar data were reported by Swan and Stephan (2005) - 63.6 mm for men and 59.6 mm for women.
Research works of other populations at the Balkan Peninsula also show close average values for IPD. In the case of
researching the Serbian population Živković et al. (2019) established IPD of 61.4 ± 0.52 mm for men and 54.7 ±
0.65 mm for women. The data found by us also coincide with the ones reported by Ladda et al. (2014).
Comparative research works establish significant differences in view of IPD in representatives of various
populations. For example, among the Indo-European population IPD is on the average 61.92 ± 5.85 mm, and in the
case of Mongoloids correspondingly: 57.50 ± 7.23 mm (Mishra et al. 2016). When researching the Iran population,
it was established that the average values of IPD in the case of adult individuals aged above 19 are correspondingly:
64.18 ± 4.6 in men and 61.13 ± 3.5 in women (Fesharaki et al., 2012). This data shows that the ethnic belonging
could impacts values of IPD.
The average values for all the measured distances in men and women established during this research show
statistically significant difference – р < 0.05. Our data confirm the opinion expressed by most authors that is
necessary to be taken into consideration the difference in values for men and women, as an expression of the sex
dimorphism typical to facial parameters (Oladipo et al. 2010), (Majeed et al, 2018).
In the present research work was established outstanding correlation between IPD and the vertical occlusion
dimensions, defined via the measurement of the distance Sn-Gn and little bit weaker correlation between IPD and
the distance Pn-Gn. The vertical occlusion dimensions established via the measurement of distance Pn-Gn, show
greater variability among the individual values probably due to the different position of point Pronasale in the frontal
plane (along the vertical), depending on the nose length and configuration of different individuals. This is the
possible reason for the difference in correlation ratios.
Within limitation on this research we can confirm the opinion expressed by numerous (Živković et al., 2019) authors
that the interpupillary distance is in correlation with the vertical occlusion dimensions and could be a starting point
for defining them in view of both sexes. On the other side, full coincidence of the vertical occlusion dimensions and
the IPD was established in neither researched person. The data show that the difference between the distance Sn-Gn
and IPD is on the average 2.60 ± 1.36 mm for men and 2.17±1.52 mm for women (Fig.1). In 81.25% of the
researched men and in 90.38% of the researched women this difference is within the interval of 1-4 mm, which is in
range of mandibular rest position.
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The interval analysis of differences shows that the empirical application of the IPD value as orientation for vertical
occlusion dimensions could produce error in some cases. This possibility should be taken into consideration in the
practice.
Irrespective of the fact that the established correlations are based on data from measurements performed onto young
individuals with natural dentition, these are applicable with significant degree of reliability and in the case of
toothless patients at more advanced age. This opinion is grounded on the data available in literature according to
which IPD does not change with age or changes are of insignificant value from clinical point of view. For example,
according to Direk et al. (2016) the average value of IPD in young individuals is 64.94 mm, whereas in middle-aged
people it is 64.33 mm, and in people of advanced age it is 63.30 mm, whereas the differences are not statistically
significant. According to Yildirim, et al. (2015), IPD increases with age but not more than 1 to 2 mm. In the case of
individuals aged 50, IPD is about 1 mm larger compared to the group of 30-50 year-olds.
We wouldn’t recommend using of the interpupilary distance as single method for determination of vertical occlusion
dimensions, but it could be applied as additional anatomical landmark collaboratively with other clinical methods.
The limitation of the study was that only the representatives of Bulgarian population were included and the results
may be applicable only on them; only the participants with Angles class I occlusion were included in the study.
Further studies should be conducted in order to clarify the reliability of this method in the clinical practice.

Conclusions:Within the limitations of this study, significant correlation was established between the interpupillary distance and
the vertical dimensions of occlusion. The interpupillary distance could be applied as an additional anatomical
landmark during determination of the vertical dimensions of occlusion. For achievement of optimal results, this
method could be used along with other clinical methods.
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